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WHERE THE
NEED IS GREAT

David Maurer steps in as Executive Director at Churches in Mission

Networking opportunities
Rotary Club: Martinsville meets every Tuesday at noon
at the First Presbyterian Church, 240 East Washington
Street, Martinsville.
Business Networking International: Morgan County
Connections meets every Wednesday Morning at the
Mooresville Public Library, 220 West Harrison Street,
from 8:00am to 9:30am. For more information call
Angela Kath at 317-445-9827.
Business & Professionals Exchange: This Hendricks
County meeting takes place each Tuesday from 8:159:45 a.m. at Trine University, 7508 Beechwood Centre,
Avon. More information at www.b-p-e.org.
Martinsville Chamber of Commerce: The regular
monthly meeting on the third Friday at 11:30 AM at
the Morgan County Administration Building, 180
South Main Street. For more info, please contact the
Chamber office at (765) 342-8110 or visit its website:
www.MartinsvilleChamber.com
Martinsville Noon Lions Club: Meets every Wednesday at Noon at the Wilbur Kendall Room at Morgan
County Fairgrounds. For more, visit facebook.com/
martinsvillenoonlions
Morgantown Merchants Association: The Morgantown
Merchants Association meets at the Fire Station on
dates to be announced. For more information call
Sharon Zimmerman at the Stitchery Mill at 812-5975997 or on www.MorgantownIndiana.com.
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Rediscover Martinsville: An Indiana Main Street
U.S.A. Association. For information: PO Box 1123,
Martinsville, IN 46151. 765-343-6303 or e-mail:
rediscovermartinsville@gmail.com. Follow us on
Facebook.
Mooresville Chamber of Commerce: The regular
monthly meeting on the third Thursday from 11:30 AM
to 1:00 PM. The meeting location is Mooresville Eagles
Lodge, 451 Samuel Moore Pkwy. Lunch is free. For more
information call the Chamber office at 317/831-6509 or
visit its website: www.MooresvilleChamber.com.
Networking Business Women of Morgan County:
NBW of MC meets on the second Thursday at 11:30
AM at the Mooresville School Administration Building
next to the Post Office on Carlisle Street. Bring your
own lunch. For more information, call Patti Wilson at
317-856-9801.
Mooresville Chamber of Commerce Coffee
Connections: Event the 4th Thursday of each month
at Bran & Shorts Coffee House at 8:00am, located at 15
W Main Street in Mooresville. Please RSVP to mindy@
mooresvillechamber.com, public welcome, do not need
to be a Chamber member to attend.
Join us for Coffee with the Martinsville Chamber. An
informal hour every 4th Tuesday of the Month from
8:00 - 9:00 am at The Main Connection 460 S. Main St.
Martinsville. For more info: martinsvillechamber.com
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QUOTE
The things you encounter
while pursuing your goals
will fall into two main
categories: options and
obstacles. If you focus
on the options, you will
undoubtedly find your way
around the obstacles. If,
however, you focus on the
obstacles – you may never
even notice the options.
– Randall J. Drake

www.morgancountybusinessleader.com

Relentless optimism
“The only way out is through and the only
way through is together.” — Robert Frost
These are trying times in just about every aspect of life. Uncertainty is a constant
companion.
We could all use a hand, hope, and a kind
word. If you live or work in Morgan County,
you know you don’t have to look far to find any
of these things.
People, businesses, and organizations are
all out there doing what they can to provide
support and the essentials to meet needs today. They are all looking to the future, too.
Although no one can see everything that will
come to pass, many are being proactive to prepare for what may come.
Churches in Mission has taken new paths to
reach families in need as well as changed their
way of operating. They are doing it in coordination and collaboration with other agencies to
spread assistance as far as possible. New Executive Director, David Maurer, jumped into the
role with both feet in November last year and
has not let up yet. There are too many important things to be done.
The blessings that are the community banks
in Morgan County have stepped up to perform
under incredible pressure and on behalf of the
small businesses striving to stay afloat amid
closed down operations and illness. Everyone
is offering a hand to get done what needs to be
done and prepare for tomorrow – all the while
making it through today.
All of this comes to a point. And that point
is positive. An outstretched hand offers assis-
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tance and understanding. A smile or kind word
can lift your spirit through to the end of the
day. And a shared vision for tomorrow nurtures
the hopes and prayers we whisper. And the
positivity leads to optimism.
Author Darren Donnelly said, “Optimism
won’t prevent negative events from happening;
optimism will ensure that you respond to those
negative events in the most beneficial way possible – a way that leads to positive outcomes.
The people who succeed aren’t the ones who
avoid failure; they’re the ones who learn how to
respond to failure with optimism.”
There are times when it is difficult to be optimistic or positive. That is when the helping
hand, the kind word, and the reminder of hope
offered from our colleagues and neighbors
makes all the difference to bolster our perseverance and keep us on the path to success.
The small business owners and residents of
Morgan County will face the challenges of
today and come through this just like so many
other trials we have faced – together, victorious.
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Stepping Up for Small Business
CITIZENS BANK

I anticipated, but people are recognizing the
problems and working on them.”

Keith Lindauer, CEO and President
33 N. Indiana St.
Mooresville, 46158
Phone: 317-831-0110
Email:
marketing@citizens-banking.com

By Elaine Whitesides
Morgan County Business Leader
After the 2008 recession and everything
leading up to it in the last 40 years, many bankers felt they had pretty much been through it
all. So did Citizens Bank CEO and President
Keith Lindauer, until a few weeks ago.
“I realize I haven’t seen everything,” Lindauer said. He says bank managers have been
through many experiences with unknown situations. Businesses have seen and weathered the
same situations. “We are leaning in using those
experiences to guide us through this.”
The this he refers to is the effects of the
coronavirus pandemic on life in Morgan
County and beyond.
Like other businesses, Citizens Bank took
action from the guidance of the governor’s office. They closed their lobbies and as an essential business served customers through drivethru windows. Some employees moved their
work home.
However, for banks, especially the smaller,
community banks, they had another, very important role to play.

THE PAYCHECK PROTECTION
PLAN (PPP)
In a nutshell, Lindauer explains the PPP was
a completely new program created by legislation with parameters developed by the U.S.
Treasury Department and administrated by the
Small Business Administration (SBA).
The loans are short-term loans primarily intended to cover employee payroll in small businesses. The notes are between the bank and the
borrower. The plan is for some or all of the loan
to be forgiven if it is documented as being used
for specific purposes. The borrower has eight
weeks from the time money was deposited for

COMMUNITY BANKS RISE
TO THE OCCASION

Keith Lindauer
their use to document and submit the information for forgiveness.
The government has backed all the loans
for the banks. Whatever part of the loan is not
forgiven, must be paid by the borrower to the
lender within two years at a low interest rate.
“I have never seen anything like it,” Lindauer
said. “It is a good program, an exciting program, for our community, nation, and businesses.” To date Citizens bank has processed, and
had about 200 loans approved totaling almost
$20 million.
The Bank was responsible for compiling the
application and all the supporting documentation. It was then submitted to the SBA for
approval. The goal was to get the money into
businesses’ bank accounts as quickly as possible,
within a maximum of ten days. Mark Lemieux,
senior Vice President and Head of Marketing at Citizens Bank said, “We funded most of
these loans within an hour or two (of approval)
and that took the work of the entire retail department. In fact, it took the entire bank to
make the process run efficiently.”

Forguites, Weimer and Hayden, LLC

Certified Public Accountant
Robert C. Weimer • bob@forguites.com
Our clients become friends very quickly, so our responsibility is to serve
our friends to the very best of our ability and with tender loving care.

1040 S.R. 39 Bypass
Martinsville, Indiana 46151
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THE CHALLENGES
OF THE PPP
While the bank received high level explanations, they were not getting specific details.
“The details and processes were not in place,”
Lindauer said. “We were trying to administer the program while developing the process.
It was very much like assembling an airplane
while taking off.”
With two agencies involved, the U.S. Treasury and the SBA, the magnitude of the program, and how quickly loans were to be made
available it created a huge challenge. Information from the U.S. Treasury and the SBA was
not always aligned.
Despite those challenges, the banks were
successful in providing loans for businesses. “I
could see what it would look like if we failed,”
Lindauer said. “We could see what it would
mean for our communities.” That made the decision to participate easy. “We were willing to
take on the significant risk of an unknown program with so many questions unanswered.”
The forgiveness
criteria and
process, as of
this writing,
have not yet
been established. “We
are certainly
hearing a lot
of concern,”
Lindauer
said, “not
as much as
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The new loan program was rolled out fast
and furious and Citizens Bank went into action. “With our lobbies closed, that gave me a
little more capacity to redeploy individuals in
other areas,” Lindauer said. “We leaned heavily on commercial lenders, the credit area, and
commercial loan operations.” There were a lot
of nights and weekends, even over the Easter
weekend, to get the program up, running, and
out to borrowers. “Employees of Citizens Bank
really stepped up to make it happen,” Lindauer
said.
Community banks are nimbler, and they
were able to get on it and in it quicker. “The
communities were able to see that and appreciate it,” Lindauer said. “We have gotten positive
responses from those we have worked with and
gotten through the process.”
In early April, a tornado tore through downtown Mooresville, causing significant damage
to a Citizens Bank building. “The community
stepped up to help us through that,” Lindauer
said. “Employees took on additional duties. No
one missed a step and it meant the world to me.
It was something to see.”

CHANGES IN THE WAKE
OF THE PANDEMIC

Lindauer said, “This is an economic event
that is substantially different from any other.
For a number of companies (the PPP) increases the odds of their survival dramatically.
I have been in this business for a long time
and I think this was a good lifeline to a lot of
businesses.”
A new norm will be developed, according
to Lindauer. “There are some things that are
going to stick,” he said. “Things we experience
and the processes we go through change us.”
The changes will likely affect mindsets as
well as business operations. Business owners
may now understand that such a situation is
possible and that might drive some of their
decisions in regard to setting aside money and
possible expansion.
In addition, the work-from-home model
was not fully embraced in all workplaces. That
might significantly change.
Restaurants who had never considered carry
out or delivery might see an opportunity in the
market they should have tapped earlier.
The biggest thing to come out of this, according to Lindauer, is how the employees of
Citizens Bank and the community have come
together to meet this challenge. “When you see
it, it tugs at your heart,” he says. “Sometimes
it takes an event like this to show us we have
more in common and really makes you appreciate people in our community.”
www.morgancountybusinessleader.com

Is it fundamentals or FOMO?
Fundamentals are the numbers that show
the financial and business health of a company.
Fundamental numbers include profitability,
revenue, assets, liabilities and growth potential. The covid-19 lockdown consequences
are only just now beginning show up officially
in quarterly reports of individual companies.
And some aren’t good. As an example, Coca
Cola reported a 25% drop in sales volume. And
remember these are Q1 numbers. The world
didn’t shut down until the last week of Q1. Q2
numbers are likely to be atrocious.
Yet the market doesn’t seem to be bothered
by this. It’s risen 32% since the March 23rd
low. Why?
Have you ever missed out on a great event
or party or outing that your family or friends
experienced without you? And after hearing
the stories about the great time had by all, you
swore you wouldn’t miss out on an event like
that again? Then the next event comes along
and you don’t really want to go but you are
afraid that if you don’t go, it will be wonderful
again and you’ll have missed out again. You’re
afraid to not get on board and go, even though
you don’t really want to? Fear Of Missing
Out: FOMO.
Much of this market rise is just like that.
Traders, investors, you and me, watch this market spike and even though we know Q2 fun-

JEFF
BINKLEY
Finance

damentals are literally going to stink, we have
to jump in because we gotta be a part of this
rapidly rising market. We’re afraid we’ll be left
out of the gains this market has been having.
Our FOMO encourages us, nay overwhelms
us, to make an emotional decision.
Regular readers of this column know my
thoughts on the wisdom of making emotional
investment decisions. There is no wisdom in
letting emotion drive investment decisions.
The prudent investor will temper their
FOMO, look for opportunities in companies
whose fundamentals have remained strong or
will quickly recover but have been beat up price
wise due to the virus crisis and make good buys.
Check your FOMO at the door.
Jeff Binkley is the Founder and Managing Director
of Binkley Wealth Management Group LLC located
in Avon. His firm is an Independent Fee-Only Indiana
Registered Investment Adviser that has adhered to
the fiduciary rule since its founding in 2010.

Commemorate the magic of a lifetime with a
unique and personalized funeral service.

East Washington Street • Martinsville, IN 46151

(765) 342-5775

www.CostinFuneralChapel.com
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W HE R E THE N
David Maurer steps in
as Executive Director
at Churches in Mission
By Elaine Whitesides
Morgan County Business Leader
Six months ago, David Maurer stepped into the role of
Executive Director at Churches in Mission and it has been
a nonstop flurry of activity for him ever since. The planning
that goes into serving 700 to 750 Morgan
County families over the Christmas season
had long been finished and by his start date,
November 5, 2019, plans were being carried
out: food collections, toy drives, events with
the municipal and sports organizations and
the distribution of collected food and clothing. “This is a massive annual undertaking,”
Maurer said. “I stepped in with both legs
Maurer
running next to Susan Haynes and didn’t
break my stride at all. I was blown away by the community
involvement.”
When the year turned to 2020, the pace settled a bit, but
Maurer and his wife were both very ill, and there were rumblings that something was happening. He says he heard some
talk and when people start paying attention to something, he
pays attention, too. That something was not an escalating flu
season but what has developed into the coronavirus pandemic.
He said, “It was on my mind but we generally see the healthiest members of families come into the Mission and that wasn’t
changing.”

THE ROAD TO CHURCHES IN MISSION

Living on the edge of the Johnson/Morgan County line
for the last twenty years, Maurer feels he has the best of both
worlds. His address is in Johnson County, but his mail comes
through Morgan County. After graduating from Franklin
College in 1984, Maurer went into the insurance industry,
where he built a career over the next 28 years. He and his wife,
Jennifer, expanded their family with two children, Abigail and
Jonathan, later adding a granddaughter, Phoebe. Then, as with
so many industries, the culture and company shifted. That
shifted him into an unexpected retirement.
Not ready to retire and having been involved in community
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Jen Reed, Vicki Nowak, Marva Smith,
Lynn Poleda and Donna Sease
outreach programs through his church, he began consulting,
mostly with not-for-profit organizations. Over the next six or
seven years, Maurer began finding that he was having an impact.
When leadership was changing at Churches in Mission, he
was encouraged to apply. “There was a need for a unique skill
set,” Maurer said. “The organization had such a uniqueness
about it. I thought this was a perfect position to transition
into where I could fill a niche working with the underserved,
which is my passion.”
He says his years’ experience as a businessperson and business owner allows him to bring organizational skill sets to
Churches in Mission. “I felt this was a great opportunity to
help re-establish the branding in the Morgan County community, to cultivate and develop relationships within our community base.” The opportunity was offered on November 5th
and he started on the sixth of November.

PROACTIVE STEPS

Already well aware of the need in Morgan County, Maurer
was concerned with many not even being aware of the services
provided by Churches in Mission. “We must be proactive and
reach out into the community,” he said.
For instance, Maurer knocked on doors to survey resi-
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dents of a Mooresville apartment complex about their needs.
Discovering many hungry people who could not get to the
Churches in Mission location, he coordinated deliveries with
Morgan County Connect to deliver food to the residents
there.
He reached out to first responders in the smaller Morgan
County communities because, he says, they are an easy point
of entry into a community and they also have a pulse of what
is going on there. They can provide insight or information
about the residents’ needs.
“We became very much aware there were many pockets of
our communities that are not recognized. We saw a strong
population of our clientele that could not get out to visit our
sites,” Maurer said. In Paragon he found families just barely
making it month-to-month. Many were choosing between
food and rent. “We now have a bus that runs every other week
between Martinsville and Paragon delivering food for about
26 families a trip.”
In addition, Churches in Mission began to encourage proxy
shopping. Proxy shopping is when someone comes into the
Mission to shop on behalf of someone else. The model had
been established by Gleaners Food Bank of Indiana, where
Maurer has volunteered.

www.morgancountybusinessleader.com

E ED I S G R EAT
than later.
Working through all the stresses of the pandemic, the organization was finding a rhythm. However, when the tornado
came through downtown Mooresville early in April, another
hairpin curve came into sight. The Mooresville facility was not
damaged, but the power was out for an extended period. The
Mission had several refrigerators and freezers stocked with
food. “With a call out to the community, people and businesses pitched in to move all the food to the school kitchens
in about one-and-a-half hours. “We didn’t miss a lick,” he said.

CHURCHES IN MISSION

David Maurer, Executive Director
27 S. Indiana St.
Mooresville, IN 46158
Phone: 317-831-3987
Email: David@churchesinmission.org
Web: www.churchesinmission.org
Facebook: www.facebook.com/
churchesinmission
It is important to him that these little communities are not
overlooked, and residents can access Mission resources. Maurer said. “We want people to know we are a Morgan County
agency that is available to anyone in any Morgan County
community.”
Another part of the outreach is active engagement on the
Churches in Mission Facebook page. Social media has provided a platform to reach out to those in need and to inspire
those who want to contribute their time, efforts, or treasure.

EFFECTS OF THE PANDEMIC

Schools have been a point of contact for many in need.
With the schools closing, food pantries have lost some of their
distribution centers. Churches in Mission stepped up and
instituted a drive-thru model once a month for food pantry
distribution. “We have great working relationships with the
schools,” Maurer said, “and are able to coordinate and collaborate on a regular on-going basis. The schools are providing
meals for students in need and that seems to be holding up
well.”
The numbers of calls coming into Churches in Mission has
been consistent, and they expect that to be maintained for
the next few months. But when unemployment and other aid
stops, he expects to see a spike in requests for help. At this
time, Churches in Mission is providing only food and hygiene
items through the drive-thru model.
Maurer is being strategic about staffing at Churches in
Mission, too. “We limited our volunteer numbers to about ten
in each location. One reason is that many of the volunteers
are older and more vulnerable. Another is that if someone gets
sick, there is a reserve of volunteers to call up.
“The working poor are the mainstay of our clientele in both
cities,” Maurer said. “Their need was great going in and when
the economic conditions worsened and they lost jobs, it became even greater.” Maurer is concerned about the lasting ef-

www.morgancountybusinessleader.com

AN HONEST PERSPECTIVE

Volunteers unloading donations
fect on the working poor for generations to come.
The pandemic and shutdowns have also affected others he
says. “I am seeing individuals that (the pandemic) is hitting
them at the most inopportune time of life; their 40s and 50s.
They get off track with their savings and are either existing
or just breaking even. It is a challenge for many in Morgan
County.”
He’s not certain what this will mean for Churches in
Mission and the number of families served. “It depends on
how economically vulnerable people are,” he said. “We must
think about this globally because it impacts everyone in the
community.”
“Straight roads do not make skillful drivers.” – Paul Coelho
This is one of Maurer’s favorite quotes. He says the roads
are always curving and turning. “We are trying to become
skillful in how we drive the ministry because things are everchanging,” Maurer said. “We have to learn to be nimble and
proactive instead of reactive.”
That is what he says he came into the job thinking. “I
thought that with time under my belt I would build a culture
of being creative and proactive. The coronavirus has advanced
that thinking by three to six months ahead of where I thought
we’d be.” In reality, Maurer feels that the vision, the element
of strategic planning, and changes may happen sooner rather
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According to Maurer, a lot of people want to be a part
of sharing abundance and giving back to the community.
Churches in Mission has partnered with many local businesses and wants to continue to do so.
Having been in the business world previously he knows
that business owners want to be strategic with their donations.
He knows they want to ensure their money is being spent
wisely. “Hunger is something that business and civic leaders
understand, and they want to address the need when the opportunity arises.”
Restaurants continually donate excess food to the Mission.
Other businesses and organizations run food drives or make
inventory blessings. The list could go on, but in the end, people can participate in so many ways.
Another of Maurer’s favorite quotes is, “Life by a yard, it’s
hard, by an inch, it’s a cinch.” Attributed to many in different variations, the point is clear to him. “If every person in
Morgan County would give one can of food,” he said, “people
would not be going hungry.”
Over the years, Maurer says he had been introduced to the
element of reaching out to people in poverty. It has become a
passion. However, he says, being at Churches in Mission has
brought him into a more upfront interaction with the people
being served. “It tugs at your heart when you are looking into
the eyes of a person and you are giving them hope in addition
to the everyday needs.
“When I am looking at individuals and children, I stop and
hesitate,” Maurer said. “I ask what I would want someone to
do for my parents, my own wife and children. When it is personalized to what I would need or want for them, it makes it
crystal clear that we must all reach out and help people.”
Using his professional and personal skills, knowledge, and
passion, that is exactly what David Maurer intends to drive his
efforts during his time at Churches in Mission.
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Start today for way to new opportunity
HOME BANK

Dan Moore, CEO
59 W. Washington St.
Martinsville, IN 46151
Phone: 765-342-6695
Email: larnold@homebanksb.com
Web: homebanksb.com

By Elaine Whitesides
Morgan County Business Leader
Dan Moore, CEO of Home Bank in Martinsville was pleased to see that a lesson had
been learned from the 2008-9 financial crisis.
This time around, there was an immediate response to the crisis for small businesses in the
form of the Cares Act, which included the
Paycheck Protection Program (PPP).
Congress passed the Act. The U.S. Treasury
developed parameters for the program and the
Small Business Administration (SBA) was the
administrator. “The intent of Congress and the
ability of the SBA to administrate the program
was an unreasonable task to ask,” Moore said.
In the hurry to get money out quickly to
small businesses, the infrastructure for the program was shaky. The processes were not established, and the systems were not all working.
In fact, Home Bank could not access the SBA
system for the first seven days.
As a community bank, Home Bank was able
to pivot quickly and once able to connect, they
went to work immediately. A small team of
about ten Home Bank employees came in early
and worked late to effectively gather the applications and supporting detail and submit it to
the SBA for approval and then distributed the
money to business owners. It was an all-handson-deck effort.
To date, the bank has distributed in excess of
$11 million through about 200 loans. The average loan amount at this time is about $50,000.
“We were truly helping small business and notfor-profit organizations,” Moore said.
While many applications have been submitted, Moore is concerned that not everyone who

Dan Moore
is eligible has availed themselves of the grants.
He says that sometimes small business owners are so focused on success that they do not
know or see the benefits of programs such as
this one.

PART TWO OF THE PPP
PROCESS

Trade associations like the Independent
Community Bankers of America, Indiana
Bankers Association, and the American Bankers Association are trying to provide clarity
for their members during this time, but not all
the questions have answers yet. “The associations were a major resource in helping us work
through all this,” Moore said. He is looking to
them for answers to questions about the forgiveness process as well.
The program ramped up fast, but now everyone is waiting on the details of the forgiveness. The eight-week deadline is approaching
quickly for those who received funds in Phase

Hate the hassle?
Head to Hobson!
655 West Southview Drive
(Hwy. 37, next to Taco Bell)
Martinsville • 765-342-3385

#hatethehassle
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One of the program.
There are broad guidelines in regard to Human Relations-related expenses like payroll
and health insurance, but the final rules have
not been provided.

COMMUNITY BANKS AND
THE BENEFITS TO SMALL
BUSINESS OWNERS

According to Moore, banks were not required to participate. Many chose to only help
their existing customers. “Home Bank started
out that way,” Moore said, “but once we knew
our customers were satisfied, we offered help to
other business owners.” They found that many
of them had not been successful in getting the
PPP loans from larger institutions.
He credits the nimbleness of community
banks and their ability to pivot quickly with
the success they experienced in the PPP implementation. Business benefits because community banks can turn on a dime says Moore.
In order to manage the process quickly,
Home Bank leaders took time to develop a
flow chart and process to ensure an effective
workflow. They recruited within the bank to
fill all the needed human resources. Because of
those steps, Moore says, many applicants were
processed quickly and had checks within 24
hours of an approval.
Relationships with customers have become
stronger. Because Home Bank extended services to small businesses that were not their
customers, new relationships have been formed.
“It’s very fulfilling to help,” Moore said.

AN INFLECTION POINT

Moore sees changes coming. Although
9/11 didn’t impact business as much, daily life
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changed for many. He saw little long-term social and economic differences between before
the most recent recession and after.
However, he says that now that this has happened, everyone knows it can happen again.
That will change the business sector and how
we spend our leisure time. There will be a major
societal impact. While change is always happening, the pandemic is speeding it up.
For business, he expects to see greater investments in technology to allow more people
to work remotely. In banking, customers are
discovering that banking does not require faceto-face interactions but can be done through
technology at home. “It’s a process and we were
headed in that direction,” Moore said. “Again,
this pandemic has boosted the speed in which
it is happening.”
Workers are going to see big changes, too.
Moore sees that with the changes in the way
people work and live, many jobs are going to
disappear. There will be jobs available, but jobs in
other areas. People will need additional training
to fill those positions. “Groups are going to have
to develop another skill or skill set to get back
into an economically stable place,” Moore said.
“We will see the inevitable changes in vocations
speed up and a tremendous need for outside and
on-the-job training.” Businesses that prepare
for training as it relates to their industry will be
ahead in recruiting talent.
Another lesson to come out of this crisis is
that cash is king, and reserves are important.
That applies to both families and businesses.
“A lot of people – and businesses – that miss
one payment are in trouble,” Moore said. “Out
of this we can work together to give people
the tools to increase their savings. We have not
been set up to handle this sort of situation (the
pandemic and its affects) and we must change
that. I do not know what those tools and guidance are yet, but it is important we take steps
toward that.”
In the same line of thinking, Moore says
we need to be less accepting of the high level
of business failures. “We need to work to set
people up to succeed, not fail,” he said. “It
might take startups a little longer and they will
probably need more skin in the game. We need
them to build on sound business practices so
they will have a greater chance of success.”

FROM THIS DAY FORWARD

The way communities are pulling together to
help and support each other has been evident
in towns everywhere. “Moore says we need to
be cognizant of our neighbors and come together to support small business. We have to
never forget what this felt like.
“We have to look for opportunities. They
will be there. We just need to be action-oriented and innovative in ways we haven’t been
before,” Moore said. “Hopefully our tradition
of innovation will manifest itself as we come
out of this.”
www.morgancountybusinessleader.com

When an unpleasant visitor comes to visit
Have you ever had a visitor that you really
wanted to get rid of and get rid of them quickly? The pest that shows up at the most inopportune times… I’m not talking about a person
here, I’m talking about a thought that doesn’t
serve you in any way, yet it persists in being
there. A negative and non-resourceful thought
that brings you down.
That “visitor” is like a magnet attracting the
things you don’t want into your path of life. It’s
true what we focus on we get more of in life. It’s a
damn frustrating cycle to break free from indeed.
It’s an uncanny phenomenon but it’s true: The
Universe has a way of supporting those who get
crystal clear on what they want and then wholeheartedly go after it. Sadly the same is true for
those who focus on what they don’t want and
keep that thought front and center constantly.
It may be a challenging concept to wrap the
mind around, but like it or not, we are all the authors and architects of the results we experience
in our own life whether we realize it or not. Every thought we have, word we speak (out loud
and especially to ourselves), and action we take
is a seed planted‚ a seed that will germinate and
grow when the appropriate conditions are present. Like the farmer carefully planting the next
harvest, we reap the effects of having sewn the
seeds of past thoughts and behaviors.

JACK
KLEMEYER

Business Coach

There are no idle thoughts! Everything we
see, everything we experience, has its origin
and cause in the realm of thought. Understanding this phenomenon is the beginning
of true wisdom. It’s when we begin to control
our mind versus our mind controlling us. One
of my favorite quotes is from Carl Jung and I
think it speaks to this phenomenon: “Until you
make the unconscious conscious, it will control
your life and you’ll call it fate.”
The challenge and sad fact is that most people
are unaware of how they create their reality from
moment to moment, because they are not sufficiently aware of their thoughts. Do you know
someone who no matter what happens in their
life, it’s never “ their fault,” and so blames external factors for the circumstances of their life?
This disempowering perception all to often leads

Set your business on
a course for success with

SBA
financing!

765.558.3822

wphelps@homebanksb.com
www.homebanksb.com
www.morgancountybusinessleader.com

to victim mentality and over time, victim mentality becomes a self fulfilling prophecy.
If we want to transform something in our
environment - whether it’s our career, finances,
health, relationships, or physical body - we
must first transform how we think. When we
change our thoughts we automatically change
our actions, thereby producing a shift in our
environment. Why? Because the external world
is a reflection of the internal world. When we
understand this and take full responsibility for
everything that happens in our lives then we
are creating an intentionally. Mahatma Gandhi
recognized this Universal Truth which is why
he encouraged people to: “Be the change you
wish to see in the world.”
This cause and effect dynamic is the essence
of the first Law of Supreme Influence. One
important key to making this Law practical
is the realization that, in any given moment,
a person is either, “At Cause or “At Effect,”
there is no middle area. Being‚ “At Cause‚”
means having the awareness to recognize how
our moment-to-moment “causes” produce the
conditions of our lives, even if the “effect” isn’t
experienced right away. In other words, when
we’re ‘At Cause’ we get a result and we own
it! Owning the result, desired or not, liberates
and awakens the individual to make different

choices. Conversely, anytime we blame or give
an excuse, we’re ‘At Effect.’ The more we take
responsibility for the cause and effect in our
lives, the better our results!
What is manageable, and what you should
focus on, is managing you! There three little
but extremely powerful statements of truth that
author and coach Julie Ness-Bell shares in her
great (must read) book: Performance Intelligence – The Five Essentials to Achieving The
Mind of a Champion.
You’re Mind is Powerful
You can Control Your Mind
You have a Choice in every situation
Viktor Frankl said in Man’s Search for
Meaning “Everything can be taken from a
man but one thing: the last of the human freedoms—to choose one’s attitude in any given set
of circumstances, to choose one’s own way.”
Choose wisely.
Grow Your Business™ Coaching founder Jack Klemeyer
is recognized as a preeminent resource for business
professionals. As a John Maxwell Certified coach,
speaker, trainer and facilitator of Mastermind groups
for business owners and professionals, his resultsdriven philosophy calls for action and accountability.
Jack can be reached at Jack@GYBCoaching.com or at
317-755-6963. Learn more at GYBCoaching.com.

When is an SBA loan a good choice for me?
Loan programs with the Small Business Administration may bring greater optionality than conventional financing and can offer great potential
for starting or expanding your business.
How can an SBA loan help my business?
Financing options are available for purchasing,
constructing, or expanding your business, as
well as debt refinancing, equipment acquisitions, leasehold improvements, and working
capital.
Wade Phelps, Manager of SBA Lending at
Home Bank, has over 30 years of experience in
loans with the Small Business Administration.

Call Wade today!
Morgan County Business Leader
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Hello!

STAY
WITH
US

Our family would like to maintain our
membership. We can’t imagine not letting the
blessings our hands receive flow back into our
community because the work the YMCA does
has never been about a building (although
there is refuge to be found there, too!) It’s
heart work, it’s community outreach and it’s a
gift to pour into. It all counts and matters and
maybe more than ever, it’s moving mountains
to keep our community connected and thriving
when serving others in needed most.
Thanks you for all you do every single day –
not just in ways that are seen and measurable,
but espectially in ways that aren’t so obvious
and draw us to a new level of community
service and loving our neighbors well!
Amanda C., BBJYMCA Member

BARBARA B. JORDAN YMCA
2039 E Morgan St., Martinsville
765-342-6688 bbjymca.org

Give.Join.Volunteer.

What’s new in your
communication toolbox?
We’ve all done our best to settle into the current reality of pandemic life. By the time this
article is published, we may be on the other side
of self-quarantines or we may have found ourselves right back in the thick of it. Regardless of
what life throws at us next, we’ve all had to find
new ways to communicate with both our team
and customers. I’d like to take this opportunity
to recap some of the tech tools my team has
added or reworked within our toolbox and those
we serve.

EMAIL

Good, old faithful email… It’s where ecommunication began, and it’s at the heart of
business communication everywhere. As we’ve
moved to a more isolated workplace, we’ve seen
email’s value continue to shine, but there are
places it’s not a good fit. Here are a couple areas
we’ve seen email take a beating:
1. File Exchange: Email has always been
convenient for sending files back and
forth, but it’s never been ideal. Original
documents get lost, large attachments
delay delivery or don’t make it through,
and sensitive information can easily be
siphoned off by casual hackers. We and
our clients have had to look to other tools
such as Google Docs and OneDrive to
share documents back and forth.
2. Group Communication: We’ve all been on
an email thread that went berserk. What
started off as a dissemination of information has been replied-all too far to many
times, lost its focus, and turned into a free
for all. Email certainly still has a place in
group communication, but the season we
are in has been a good reminder that not
everyone needs to be in every conversation
and has driven many we know to online
portals and management systems.

MESSAGING

Instant messaging is another tool that’s been
around for decades. What originated as fun

CHET
CROMER
Technology

apps allowing you to chat with your friends
has morphed into platforms that can integrate
with software tools and systems to keep your
team well-connected. In our own office, we use
a product called Slack, which allows us to have
one-on-one conversations or create “channels” to
discuss particular projects and topics. We’ve even
linked some of our alerting systems to Slack so
that alerts come there rather than piling up in
our inboxes.
There are a number of instant messaging
tools available, and the choice may be dependent
upon other systems you use. Whether it’s Slack,
Zoom, Microsoft Teams, Google Hangouts, or
something proprietary to your own operations,
secure instant messaging has taken on a new
level of importance in business communication.
Email and Messaging are just a few of the
tools that have become even more vital to intrateam communication than ever before. The
water cooler has moved to the “random” channel in Slack and email inboxes need to be more
carefully managed than ever before. Next month
we’ll dive into some more communication and
collaboration tools that have blown up this year
and see how they can work for your operation.
Chet Cromer is the president of C2IT Consulting, Inc.,
a Plainfield-based technology business that provides
websites, mobile apps, and IT consulting/support
to businesses across central Indiana. He can be
reached at chetcromer@c2itconsulting.net or (317)
721-2248.

Tents & Accessories
Tables & Chairs ✴ Linens
Flooring & Staging
Food Preparation
Inflatables & Games
(317) 272-9746
www.hoosiertent.com
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Culture equals retention Whose advise will you heed?
Does your company institute an intentional
corporate culture, core values, or both? If not,
this could be why retaining employees has
been a frustration internally for your company.
Times have changed, and the workforce and
those entering the workforce focus on company
culture, as well as all the other assets that attract top talent. Until last year, after working
with a local leadership coach, the Community
Foundation of Morgan County (CFMC) also
didn’t understand the importance for our organization to clearly define our core values to
incorporate culture that helped us function
better as a team. Many times, an employer assumes that employees understand exactly what
is needed from them to help the organization
succeed overall, but implementing a culture
takes away the uncertainty of what is expected.
Core values within your organization can give
you the opportunity to measure success and failures easily. As an employer, for annual reviews,
performance evaluation, or even discussions
about current productivity can be addressed utilizing core values. For example, if one of your
core values is accountability; you can complement an employee for being accountable by
knowing they have done a project well and in a
timely fashion. This situation proves an employee took responsibility to do the job well within a
given timeframe. On the other hand, you could

ED
KOMINOWSKI
Philanthropy

also use accountability as a leadership moment
to let employees know that you expect them to
do a job well and in a timely fashion when they
miss the expectation of leadership. Either way,
being able to identify what your organization
values creates a dynamic culture for employees
and leaders. The process of building culture
enables everyone in an organization to clearly
define what is important as an employee or at a
team level for the goal of success.
One of CFMC’s focus areas is K-12 career
pathways and this new generation of workers are expecting us to lead them into a great
culture. In order to sustain young employees
to grow as your organization grows it is crucial
to emphasize values of your organization. Take
the time and come up with what you believe is
the perfect set of core values to lead you on the
continued road to success and growth.

Who do you trust to give you the REAL answers to your needs and those of your family?
Whether you are looking for gardening
advice or seeking answers to a health issue for a loved
one; we all want
to speak with
someone that we
can trust. There
are many “would
be experts” to be
found on the internet.
We all joke
and say things
like “You know
it’s true if it’s on
Jod Woods
the internet!”,
but that is the
first place we go for answers. Can you trust
what you are reading on the internet? We
know in our heart that this may be false information. No one wants to be taken advantage of or cheated. TRUST is something that
is earned.
May I offer a few items to consider when
choosing a trustworthy contractor to work in
your home or business?
• Well established in the community that
you live and/or work. A local business
can provide superior service compared to

those coming from miles away to service
your needs.
• Longevity in the community is typically
proof of a trustworthy organization.
• Community involvement, such as work
with local social services, not-for-profits
and churches are typically good indicators of the “heart” of a business.
• “Gradings” or “Standing” with local
chambers of commerce, BBB and consumer review organizations will help
determine the consistency and quality of
service that a company provides.
• Internet reviews can be a mixed bag.
As we discussed earlier, this information may not always be true, but worth
a look.
• A referral from a trusted friend or family
member is always appreciated.
I hope this helps in choosing a contractor
to assist with home improvement projects.
Please let me know if there are any topics
that you would enjoy being discussed.
I can be reached at 317-831-5279 or
JodWoods@EconomyHVACP.com.

317-831-5279
ECONOMYHEATINGANDAIR.COM
Romans 12:10-11

ARE YOU SUFFERING FROM EXCESSIVE INDOOR HUMIDITY?
CALL ECONOMY HEATING – AIR CONDITIONING – PLUMBING FOR HUMIDITY CONTROL AND HIGH-QUALITY COMFORT SOLUTIONS.

www.morgancountybusinessleader.com
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Franciscan Health part of
National study of convalescent
plasma to treat COVID-19
Franciscan Health is participating in a national study spearheaded by the Mayo Clinic
to investigate the effectiveness of convalescent plasma in treating patients infected with
COVID-19. Convalescent plasma is blood
plasma collected from people who have already recovered from the virus.
“Convalescent plasma has been used since
the 1800s to help people infected with different viruses and bacteria. The idea behind
convalescent plasma is that if we take the
antibodies from a patient who has recovered
from an infection, and give them to a patient who is sick from that same infection,
those antibodies may help that sick patient
fight off the disease faster,” said Dr. Erica
Kaufman West, infectious disease specialist
for Franciscan Health.
Convalescent plasma is regulated by the
FDA as an investigational product. By participating in the Mayo Clinic study, Franciscan Health is helping to find its effectiveness
in treating severely ill patients.
To further the study, plasma donations are
needed from those who have recovered from
the virus. Franciscan Health is asking anyone
who has had COVID-19 to visit Francis-

canHealth.org/CovidPlasma to learn more
about the donation process.
“Donating plasma is donating blood, except that you’ll get your platelets and red
blood cells back. Just the plasma will be
taken. The same requirements for blood donation apply and you must be free of COVID-19 symptoms for at least 14 days to be
eligible,” Dr. Kaufman West said.
Plasma is matched to the donor just like
blood (called “ABO compatibility”) so the
risk of a transfusion reaction is low. Plasma is
also screened for various infections like HIV,
Hepatitis B &C and others. The risk of getting an infection is less than one in 1 million.
For those who have not been infected
by COVID-19, your blood is also urgently
needed. Due to the pandemic, blood drives at
various workplaces and hospitals have been
canceled, but many blood banks have their
own operation centers where you can donate.
You can make an appointment at Versiti (Franciscan Health’s blood supplier) by calling 800632-4722 or emailing donate.in@versiti.org.

Community Foundation provides
over $74,000 to local Food Pantries
Throughout the past 9 weeks, CFMC has
dispersed over $74,000 from the COVID-19
emergency fund to local Morgan County food
pantries allowing them to provide food assistance to more than 11,400 individuals during
this pandemic.
The COVID-19 Emergency Fund provided
grants to the following Morgan County food
pantries:
• Churches in Mission
• Eminence Christian Church Food Pantry
• Morgantown Community Food Pantry
• St. Mary’s Episcopal Church Food Pantry
• Community Service Center of Morgan
County (WellSpring)
• Mt. Olive United Methodist Church
Food Pantry
• Brooklyn Christian Church
• First Church of the Nazarene Food
Pantry
The COVID-19 Emergency Fund was established as a direct response to meeting community needs to provide immediate support to
local food pantries that help the most at-risk
financially in Morgan County.
“With the help of Kendrick Foundation and
donors, we had to act quickly to get funds to
the community for food assistance,” said Brittani Bentley, Associate Director of CFMC.

“Making sure people were able to have something to eat was our first priority.”
While checking in with a local food pantry,
Ms. Bentley was inspired by a story that a middle school student has been using his allowance
the past few weeks to buy canned goods at the
store and donating them so that others didn’t
go without something to eat. Even the children
of Morgan County understand the pressure of
the pandemic.
CFMC encourages local business and
other funders to contribute to the COVID-19
Emergency Fund to maximize reach and effectiveness for our Morgan County community.
Every dollar donated into the COVID-19
Emergency Fund will be put into action in our
Morgan County food pantries that are serving
the most at-risk financially.
You can donate directly at https://morgan.
fcsuite.com/erp/donate/create?funit_id=1665
The mission of the CFMC is to connect
donors and their charitable giving with our
evolving community needs in order to enhance
the quality of life for current and future generations through impact grant making. If you
are interested in learning more about CFMC’s
current planning efforts, please visit cfmconline.org

Are You Facing Any Of These Challenges
• You have a dream for your business
that is larger than it’s current position?
• Your business is not providing the
income, personal growth, and balance
that you had hoped?
• You don’t have a solid plan to
accomplish your goals?
• Is your management team in need of
training for leadership or growth?
• Do you need a keynote speaker

We tell you stories about people
and places around Morgan County
that have never been told!

INSIDEMORGANCOUNTY.COM

If you are not successfully running your
business or organization – but rather being run
“BY” it, we need to have a conversation.

LegacyBusinessConsultants.net
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A good time to
borrow money
If you’re thinking about taking out a loan
on a new car, home, boat or any other major
purchase, now is a great time because interest
rates continue to drop. Basically, it’s as if there’s
a sale on money right now and borrowing at a
low rate could save not only on monthly payments, but on thousands of dollars over the
course of your loan.
Auto loan interest rates, for example, have
been low for some time but now, in an effort
to help rebuild the economy due to the COVID-19 threat, the Federal Reserve has reduced
them even more. You may not think a couple
percentage points adds up to all that much in
savings but take a look at this:
If you took out an auto loan for $35,000
with an interest rate of 6% and spread it out
over 72 months, your payments would be
around $580 a month and you’d end up paying $6764.00 in interest over the course of your
loan.
Now, if you borrowed the same amount with
the same terms but your interest rate was only
4%, your monthly payment would be around
$548.00, and you’d only pay $4426.00 in interest. That’s a savings of $2338.00 in interest.
While low interest rates are available now,
they are not guaranteed to everyone. There’s
another factor that plays an essential role in determining the rate for which you qualify. That
factor is your credit score. Think of your credit
score as a grade you receive for paying your
bills on time every month and for maintaining
a favorable debt to income ratio. The higher
your grade, the easier it is to get a loan with
great rates and terms. See, credit scores are
what lenders use to determine the level of risk
associated with loaning money to you, as well
as how good the terms of your loan will be. In
the eyes of the lender, the higher your score,
the more likely you are to pay back the loan,
therefore, making you a low-risk investment
and rewarding you with better terms and lower

JEFF HOBSON
Hobson’s Hints

interest rates.
If you have good to excellent credit and are
considering borrowing money from a lending institution, you’re probably in a position to
negotiate some of the lowest interest rates and
best terms currently available. That certainly is
a winning combination for anyone looking to
refinance or make a major purchase.
Jeff Hobson, owner of Hobson Chevrolet Buick GMC
in Martinsville, has been in the automotive business
since attending Bethel College in Mishawaka, Indiana.
He and his family have been serving the Martinsville
community since 2007.

Managing your small
business beyond covid
As we move toward economic restart, it’s
time to think about managing beyond Covid.
We’re entering a new world. The nightly
news will continue to influence our day-to-day.
Managing beyond Covid, we’ll still be navigating uncharted waters. That means we still can
only look at the short term. We’ll get back to
long-range planning later but for now, the goal
is still to survive and position your company to
thrive in the new world.
Here are the things we can be doing to
thrive beyond Covid—

Business Coach

Lead with more confidence than ever.

Crisis is change and as we return to work in
this new world, there’ll be many changes. Keep
communication two-way and more frequent.
Avoid paralysis,
with yourself and your team.

The sense that you don’t know anything
because things are changing daily can cause
business owners to stop functioning altogether.
Business owners are accustomed to the day-today flow of work driving us, dictating how we
spend our day. Without that, you have to find
other ways to drive yourself and your people.
Set deadlines for yourself. Block out specific
time for specific things. Use your Quarterly
Action Plan to drive your activities. Now’s the
time to create new routines for yourself. It’s
hard to stay motivated but if you do, you’ll be
better, your team will be better, and your business will be better… maybe better than ever.
Pull your team together
and identify what you’ve learned
about your company as a result
of the pandemic crisis.

Then identify how you can capitalize on
those learnings.
The time to learn the lessons of this new
world we’re entering is now. What is it teaching you about your business? Companies have
discovered strengths they didn’t know they
had. Restaurants doing curbside and delivery
are finding out who their really loyal patrons
are. Zydeco’s in Mooresville is not only selling
their popular hurricane mix carryout, they were
able to start selling the 3 bottles of rum with
it. Beyond Covid, patrons will likely buy hurricanes while dining at the restaurant plus some
to take home.
Have you discovered vulnerabilities? One of
our manufacturing clients identified that they
need to cross-train people because if someone
gets sick, the business would screech to a halt.
So they’re furiously cross-training not only
workers but management too.
You knew your customers’ needs
pre-pandemic but do you know
them now or have they changed?

Do a quick connect with customers and find
www.morgancountybusinessleader.com

ROGER
ENGELAU
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out what they need post-pandemic. Connect in
unique ways—hold d a Zoom meeting or webinar, find a reason to schedule a virtual lunch,
and have food delivered to each participant.
Create a stellar sales plan to prepare
for when business picks up.

There’s some thought that once the economy
picks up, it may go like gangbusters in some industries. Look for a way to change WHAT you
sell and/or HOW you sell it. Classic Cakes in
Carmel has taken this time to use social media
in creative ways to expand her customer base.
Develop policies you needed
but never had time to write.

What process improvements can you be
making now? The time to test your processes
is in the busiest time. A veterinary client was
forced to operate under capacity after some
workers left, and the remaining team members
found innovative ways to accomplish the same
amount of work. The experience told them
things about their business they would’ve never
known before.
Create your Single Sheet Business
Plan, or refine it, so you’re ready
to hit the ground running.

While you can’t focus on 1-year and 5-year
goals and beyond right now, focus on the quarterly goals and really use your Quarterly Action
Plan to direct your activities now.
In a recent IBJ article, Mitch Daniels said,
“The next few months will expose many functions
that make little or no contribution to the core mission of thousands of businesses.”
Changes you’ve been forced to make now
could very well improve how you do business
beyond Covid.
Award-Winning Business Coach and Owner of Inspire
Results Business Coaching, U.S. Military Academy at
West Point graduate, Roger Engelau and his team
of business coaches apply their business expertise
to help business owners improve their business,
income, and lifestyle. To schedule an exploratory
discussion, go here http://bit.ly/timewithRoger, call
317-908-5809, or email Roger@InspireResults.com.
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How will COVID-19 impact your business finances?
We are all overwhelmed with the COVID-19 issues and it’s unquestionably a sad
fact that this will be felt on small business finances. As I’ve written about many times over
the past several years, there is a direct link between good health and a good, healthy bottom
line for business owners. But never in a million
years could I have imagined what we’re experiencing right now.
Knowing that small businesses are the backbone of America, and being a small business
owner myself, the financial impact felt by CO-

JENNIFER
WALKER

VID-19 could be far-reaching for many years.
During a tough economy, best practices for ac-

counting and finance can make the difference
between success or failure of a business. Many
companies may cut back elsewhere in operations, but it is essential to stay on top of your
accounting.
Consider that one of the roles that accounting fulfills is being the eyes and ears of the
organization. Obviously, this role is especially
critical when a business is under stress. You
need all the help you can get to keep things
running smoothly.
Getting your financial act together, doing
more with your assets and keeping your debts
low aren’t some kind of miracle cure for your
business. They’re things that successful businesses already do all the time, not just during
the good times.
Here are a few tips to help you improve your
accounting practices to help position you better
in today’s economic challenges.
Continually review your expenses and maintain best practices for tracking and managing
costs, so that you can quickly eliminate nonessential expenses. For the majority of businesses, compensation and benefits are typically
the largest expense items.
Carefully measure the amount of liquid assets your business can generate and how much
the business needs. Good accounting principles

are crucial so that management is always aware
of the company’s cash position. It’s no surprise
that companies have to become more aggressive in collecting receivables. Be sure you understand the impact of tax law changes during
economic recoveries.
Sharpen your focus on budgeting and forecasting. Take a closer look at managing your
budget and forecasting future revenues. Forecasting revenue during a slowing economy
becomes increasingly difficult as sales cycles
lengthen and workforce reductions are often
necessitated.
What changes during a recession is that
these things become a lot more important. You
might be able to get away with not doing them
during the good times. But when business gets
tight, they can mean the difference between
bankruptcy and survival.
We really are all in this together. It is my
hope these interesting times will eventually
strengthen our network of small business owners and our resolve to overcome.
Andrew & Jennifer Walker, Walker Bookkeeping, LLC,
collectively have more than 29 years’ experience in
bookkeeping, helping small businesses and nonprofit
organizations in Morgan and surrounding counties.
They can be reached at (317) 306-1282 or email: walkerbookkeepingllc@gmail.com.

S.R. 37 traffic patterns
changing south of
S.R. 39 interchange
On or after Monday, April 20, traffic on S.R. 37 south of Martinsville
is changing.
Northbound S.R. 37 from
Indian Creek will open to two
lanes. The left lane will carry
northbound through traffic,
and the right lane will exit
onto S.R. 39.
Traffic on southbound S.R.
37 will be moved to the right
lane just south of S.R. 39 so
crews can work in the median.
This traffic configuration
will be in place for the remainder of this construction season. Dynamic
signage will indicate merge points and help prepare drivers for slowing
or stopped traffic.
S.R. 39 traffic shift scheduled
Beginning on or after Monday, April 20, S.R. 39 traffic lanes are
scheduled to shift between Morton Avenue and the railroad crossing.
S.R. 39 traffic will shift to one side of the road to allow crews to widen
the other side of the road.
S.R. 39 is being improved this year to safely move more traffic during
the 2021 closure of S.R. 37 in Martinsville. Daytime traffic flagging is
ongoing on S.R. 39 between S.R. 37 and the White River for pavement
patching and utility work.
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